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Determining an Identity

▪I can use an outline to help organize my writing.



Table of Contents 
(T.O.C.)

In your T.O.C.,
•Write in today’s date: Oct. 22, 2014 (10/22/14)
•Write in today’s topic: 

Writing the Conclusion.
•Page #: make your T.O.C. and notebook match

Follow my example



Warm-up
Write

 this

title
 in N.B.

With a partner, review what a conclusion is all 

about. Why do we need to write conclusions? 
What needs to be in it?



Introduction

Everyone in the world is unique. 
We may share some character traits, 
but nobody has the exact same 
combination of traits as anyone else.
This combination of both positive and 
negative characteristics is what makes 
us who we are and helps us get where 
we want to be. Because I am _(trait 1)_, 
_(trait 2)_, and _(trait 3)_, I  _(explain 
what these traits will help you).

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.

Opening
sentence

Transition

Your Topic

Review



Body Paragraphs

Now that we have introduced our topic and 
hopefully, interested the reader, we will 

describe and explain what we introduced in our 
first paragraphs:

• Present each trait
• How you developed the trait
• And how it will help you in the future.

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.Review



Body Paragraphs

Paragraph 1

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.

Being __(trait 1)__ helps me be successful 
in my life and in the future. I developed this 
trait (explain how you got this way). Being 
__(trait 1)__ helps me everyday by 
___________________. In the future, this trait 
will allow me to ________________________.
______________________________________.

Review



Body Paragraphs

Paragraph 2

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.

Even though I am (trait 1)  , equally important is 
being (trait 2). Because I am _(trait 2)_, I am able 
to (describe now)  . I got this trait (explain 
where it came from . If I didn’t have this trait, I 
wouldn’t be able to (how will it help you in the 
future) in the future.

Review



Body Paragraphs

Paragraph 3

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.

In addition to being (trait 2) , I am also (trait 3).
Being (trait 3) has helped me by (explain now) .
I developed this trait by (explain where you got 
it) . In the future, this trait will let me (explain 
the future).



Conclusion

Now that we have introduced our topic and 
explained our topic in the body paragraphs, we 
need to finish our paragraph with a conclusion. 

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.

Restate the main topic.

Summary of key points in essay

Broad statement 



Conclusion Part 1

Part 1 of the conclusion is restating the main 
topic. We don’t want to repeat. We want to 

restate.

Original Topic from intro: Because I am _(trait 
1)_, (trait 2), and (trait 3), I  (explain what these 

traits will help you).

Restate: Being _(trait 1)_, (trait 2), and (trait 3), 
will allow me to be successful in life. 



Conclusion Part 1

Part 1 of the conclusion is restating the main 
topic. We don’t want to repeat. We want to 

restate.

Restate: Being _(trait 1)_, (trait 2), and (trait 3), 
will allow me to be successful in life. 



Conclusion Part 2

The second part is summarizing the main ideas.

Being _(trait 1)_, (trait 2), and (trait 3), will 
allow me to be successful in life. (Trait 1) will 
help me (choose a part of paragraph 1) . (Trait 
2) allows me to (explain what trait 2 helps you 
do) and being (trait 3) will help my future plans 
by (explain how it will help) .



Conclusion Part 3
The last part is leaving with a broad statement 

relating to the world and your audience.

Being _(trait 1)_, (trait 2), and (trait 3), will 
allow me to be successful in life. (Trait 1) will 
help me (choose a part of paragraph 1) . (Trait 
2) allows me to (explain what trait 2 helps you 
do) and being (trait 3) will help my future plans 
by (explain how it will help) . Having these 
characteristics are a small part of my identity; 
however, with these I will be able to realize my 
goals and be successful in the future.


